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Living in a busy city, staring at the sunlight filter through the 

window, thinking of the approaching Ferragosto vacation. Sudden-

ly, colourful houses on the coast and the view of the sea glinted in 

the sun appeared to mind, as if you can feel the salty sea breeze 

blow into the face and hear the sound of the waves crashing on 

rocks. All of a sudden, time seems to slow down gradually, stress at 

work and the pressure of daily life tends to disappear in this sweet 

summer daydream.



This Spring and Summer, WENG_studio will launch the  collec-

tion of “Summer Daydream”.  This collection attempted to 

create a series of clean-cut smart casual outfits that interpret how 

busy modern urbanites tend to imagine their summer vacation 

during their busy daily life. Inspired by the colourful Italian coastal 

town Cinque Terre. The design has incorporated the characteris-

tics of the colourful houses and villages, the movement of the 

waves, and the shimmering sea of Cinque Terre to the collection. 

As for the colour scheme light green, bright yellow, aqua blue 

and earthy colours are used extensively in the collection. For the 

Summer Daydream collection, we aimed for our customers to be 

able to wear Comfortably during their busy daily life while 

embracing the holiday atmosphere by the sea.



Summer Daydream



WS22PE05003_KHA

Virgin Wool Shorts

WS22PE04001_KHA

Sleeveless Jacket



WS22PE01001_BEG

V-Neck Twisted Top



WS22PE05001_KHA

Tailored Pleats Trousers

WS22PE02001_BEG

Italian Collar Shirt 



Where are you thinking of visiting this summer?



WS22PE03001_RIGA

Bias Cut Dress



WS22PE05001_DEN

Tailored Pleats Trousers

WS22PE01001_RIGA

V-Neck Twisted Top 





WS22PE03001_DEN

Bias Cut Dress



WS22PE04001_DEN

Sleeveless Jacket 



WS22PE05003_DEN

Silky Denim Shorts 

WS22PE02001_RIGB

Italian Collar Shirt 



WS22PE03001_RIGB

Bias Cut Dress



"Whether it is at work, on vacation, or while enjoying afternoon tea with 

friends, the Summer Daydream collection will bring you through the 

long, hot summer days with leisure holiday vibes."
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